
Outdoor Electronics

Cockpit Graphic Monitor
Graphical visualization with CAN-BUS 

User-programmable according to IEC 1131-3

digsy®
CGM



As a centralised information system, the CGM 
puts the machine operator in a position to 
obtain at a glance all the relevant data in a 
function-related way. The data display is effect-
ed in a graphical form with bargraphs, pointer 
instruments, and icons, i.e. it is language-
 independent. By manual or automatic function-
dependent page changing the machine opera-
tor is quickly informed and updated. Instead of 
monitoring potentiometers, switches, signal 
lamps, and various indicating instruments 
the machine operator can focus his atten-
tion on a single info-centre. He is now able to 
obtain only the information necessary for the 
specific situation – no more and no less. The 
machine operator can check the situation at 
a single glance and thus concentrate on his 
work. All the significant data are monitored in 
the background and in cases of faults or limit 

violations they are faded-in via windows onto 
the display where the corresponding situation 
is shown graphically (language independent) 
or in plain text. Therefore, permanent visual 
monitoring of fault indicators or error codes is 
“ancient history”.

The following data are displayed, e.g.:
– functions
– notes
– limit values
– operating data
– engine data*)
– diagnostic data
– service data
– SMS messages**)

*) Option: diesel engine CAN-connection

**) Option: remote data transmission

The CGM serves the machine operator as an 
input device, too.

The following data can be entered, e.g.:
– setting parameters
– limit values
– setpoint values
– teach-in mode
– user identification

The CGM is also an efficient tool for service 
technicians. It may be used as an “on-board 
diagnosis tool”. On an access level reserved 
for the servicing personnel it is possible to 
visualize logic states, e.g.:

– limit switch statuses
– analogue values
– internal arith. values
– operating hours
– limit violations
– memorising of maintenance changes 
– events with date and time
– version number

The service technician can actively intervene 
via the CGM:
– adjustments
– parameterization, e.g. of hydraulic valves
– activation of program parts
– resetting of operating data

As a standard, the CGM features a CAN-BUS 
interface for setting up a decentralised auto-
mation system for mobile units. The device 
works with the standardised CAN-protocol: 

The visualization system CGM is userprogram-
mable. The logical connection of the operands 
(variables) with the mask elements is effected 
with the PROSYD1131 program (acc. to the 
standard IEC 1131-3) which enables a program 
creation in the form of a ladder diagram (LAD), 
sequential function chart (SFC), sequencer 
language (SL), instruction list (IL), and struc-
tured text (ST). 

The same program is used for programming 
the digsy®compact. The CAN-protocol CANopen is 
integrated in the CGM as well. The CGM is able 
to function both as a CANopen-manager and as 
a CANopen-slave. Consequently, the CGM is in  
a position to communicate with passive CAN-
nodes; in this connection, the CGM takes on 
the control functions. 

Thus, the user is in a position to implement 
simple but convenient solutions at low cost.

“CANopen” (DS 301, V4.01) and can act as a 
BUS-manager with up to 32 nodes. As system 
components INTER CONTROL offers the 
following components which are suitable for 
CAN-networking: 

digsy®compact  
Automation System
digsy®CCN  
Input/Output-CAN-node 
digital and analogue

Information Centre

All in one – Operating guide – Diagnostic – Service Tool 

Decentralised Networking 

CGM as BUS-Manager 



Displays applied in mobile machinery have 
to be high-contrast and well legible, even in 
direct sunlight. 
In outdoor applications the device is exposed 
to high and low temperatures and therefore 
has to be designed for rough environmental 
conditions. 

In accordance with the German Regulations 
Authorising the Use of Vehicles for Road 
Traffic (StVZO) the keypad on the front panel 
is equipped with a dimmable back-lighting 
(night layout).

The CGM meets the following criteria:
–  LCD graphics display suitable for mobile use
–  operating temperature range: 

-20 °C to +70 °C
–  temperature-dependent contrast 

 adaptation of the LCD
– dimmable back-lighting
– adjustable display contrast
– dimmable keys-illumination

The contrast of the LC-display is automati-
cally controlled (temperature-dependent). 
The back-lighting of the LC-display can be 
adjusted via the software. This ensures that 
the readability is optimally adjusted for the 
machine operator. Thus, it is also possible to 
implement a day/night switchover which is 
dependent on the headlights.

The following figure shows the operator 
panel of the CGM-version with luminous keys 
in dark surround, and operator guide via 
softkeys.

CAN digsy®compact II

Hydraulic Node

CAN Node digital

CAN Node 
analogue

CAN digsy®compact I

Gateway

CAN-BUS

CAN-BUS

CAN Node digital Hydraulic

Motor

Stand-alone-system
The CGM is working as an automation 
system with decentralised I/O-nodes.

Decentralised BUS-Network
In a decentralised BUS-network the CGM 
serves as a central information centre for all 
functions in the network.

Visualization – outdoor – for Mobile Use 

Visualization – and more 
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The CGM is available in various type models:

The CGM is able to store up to 16 mask sets 
with 250 masks each. To enable a quick and 
uniform representation, the CGD (Cockpit-
Graphic-Designer) features ready-to-use 
functions which make the creation of masks 
and windows childishly simple. Icons are stored 
in libraries and may be called up at any time. 
The logical connection of the visualized data to 
the controller is effected with symbolic names. 
Character fonts, even TrueType, can directly 
be taken over from Windows*). Icons and 
individual font characters may be generated or 
modified on a pixel level.

This gives you the freedom to generate virtu-
ally any character you want. Logos or shadow 
images can be taken over into the library via 
scanner and are thus available for designing a 
mask. The graphics generation software CGD 
offers the following functions:
– horizontal and vertical bargraphs
– pointer instruments
– status-conditioned fade-in of windows
– status-conditioned fade-in of icons
– status-conditioned string output
–  xy-position indication (bubble level) for 

levelling

–  status output, flashing and/or inverse 
representation

– numerical values
– texts
– menu control
– print-mask generation
– keys on front panel user-programmable
–  adaptation of character sets (e.g. Cyrillic  

or Chinese)

*) trademark of Microsoft

The suitability of electronic systems for mobile 
use is given when specific hardware meets 
engineering know-how. Thus, firmware exten-
ded to provide more safety and an experience 
of many years which rules out problems right 
from the start contribute to realise a high 
degree of reliability and availability. Among 
other things, the CGM ś suitability for mobile 
use is achieved by the following features: 

Hardware
–  exclusive use of electronic components 

suitable for mobile use
– extended temperature range
– display suitable for mobile use
–  switching power supply unit suitable for  

on-board supply voltage
– undervoltage detection
– on-board voltage measurements
– 12 V/24 V operation
– load-dump-protection
– immune to vibration
– shock-proof

Firmware
– start-up memory test
– permanent system tests, configurable
– permanent memory tests, configurable
–  program-controlled data storage in  

flash-EPROM
– trigonometric functions

Practice-orientated Functionality

Technology Suitable for Mobile Use

Type Variants

Type No. 4880.81.002
Version: Standard

Type No. 4880.28.xx
Version: Special

Type No. 4885.80.002
Version: Basic

Type No. 4885.79.002
Version: Dashboard
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Visualization
– LCD graphic display, 240 x 128 pixel b/w
– back-lighting
– high-contrast even in direct sunlight
– display area: 108 mm x 58 mm
–  operating ambient temperature: 

-20 °C to +70 °C

System
– controller: 16 bit 80C167
– RAM: 512 kB
– flash-EPROM: 1 MB
– real-time clock
– membrane keypad with back-lighting
– power supply: 8 V to 32 VDC
– load-dump-protection
– tone generator (buzzer)
– temperature sensor (contrast control)
– 1x LED for logic voltage green
– 1x LED for operating voltage yellow
– 1x LED for diagnostics (3-colour)
– 1x LED for CAN-BUS (3-colour)
–  operating ambient temperature: 

-40 °C to +80 °C
– degree of protection: front panel IP 67

Interfaces
– 1x RS 232
– 2x CAN
–  1x SSC (optional as a function expansion)  

on request
–  1x PS2 (connection of trackball or mouse)  

on request

Tests
EMC-test acc. to the following standards for 
PLCs, vehicles, railways and IT will be carried 
out:
– DIN 40839T1/T3 -ENV 50204
– EG-RL-95-54/EG -EN 61131-2
– DIN 57879 -EN 50081-1
– EN 55022 Kl. B -EN 50081-2
–  EN 61000-3-4/5/6/8/11 -EN 55024 

 environmental test (mechanical stress):
– DIN EN 61131-2
– DIN EN 60068-2-6/27/29
environmental test (climatic stress):
– IEC 68T2-1/2/14
– EN 61131-2
– EN 50155

Dimensions
– outside contour of mounting frame

– frame thickness: 8 mm
–  mounting depth (without mating connector): 

45.0 mm
– panel cutout: W: 152.5 mm, H: 113.5 mm

Interactive “setting-up” 
of the crane configuration

Driving and operating assistance 
with driver‘s job data (order picking)

Automatic levelling

Service and operating data menu Cockpit information centre
Engine information

Pointer instruments representation

Type  W x H in mm

4885.81.002 175 x 170

4880.26.xxx 197 x 146

4885.80.002 162 x 136.5

All at a Glance – Practical Examples

Technical Data



The masks and windows shown in the display 
are user-programmable and can easily 
and quickly be generated on the PC under 
 Windows*) by “drag and drop” with the 
 program CGD (Cockpit-Graphic-Designer) 
from INTER CONTROL.

When calling the functions to be programmed 
“pop-up windows” will appear. The created 
masks and windows are displayed in the 
WYSIWYG–mode on the PC. The program is 
self-explanatory.

*) trademark of Microsoft

Example: interactive generation  
of a bargraph in a mask

Object selection bar
Pop-up window for

adjusting the object
characteristics

Selection rider for
Masks, Windows,

Fonts, Keyboard and
Print Mask

Mask generation in
original scale

corresponding to the
CGM-display

ICON library arranged
by selection riders

acc. to subjects

ICON editing
on a pixel level

ICON project library
Font selection

of current mask

Generating Masks and Programs by Yourself 

Inter Control
Hermann Köhler Elektrik GmbH & Co. KG
Schafhofstraße 30
D-90411 Nürnberg, Germany
Fon +49(0)911 9522-5 
Fax +49(0)911 9522-857
Email: info@intercontrol.de
Internet: www.intercontrol.de

Subject to change without notice.
The characteristic specified in this document are not warranted characteristics.
This brochure may also be downloaded (PDF-file) from the internet at the address: www.outdoor-controls.de P
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